Stewardship Resources
TITLE

TYPE

DESCRIPTION

50 WAYS TO HELP SAVE THE EARTH

b

This user-friendly guide outlines 50 ways that you/your congregation, your local
community can fight global warming and enjoy participation in a vital part of Christian
discipleship.

ADVENT: A TIME TO REFLECT…A TIME
TO GIVE

CD-Rom

A year-end giving program that includes computer software

ADVENT: PICTURE THIS…A PORTRAIT OF
OUR MINISTRY

CD-Rom

An innovative annual stewardship program that includes computer software.

ALL NOTHING

vid

This is a parable about Creation and will spark interesting discussions about our care of
the earth and our relationship with God.

AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH

b

Former Vice President Al Gore's book about the planetary emergency of global warming
and what we can do about it is a companion to the Academy Award-winning Best
Documentary Feature by the same title.

AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH: A GLOBAL
WARNING

DVD

Former Vice President Al Gore presents an eye-opening view of the future of our
planet/civilization. Persuasive artument that we must act now to save the earth. We can
make changes in the way in which we live our lives and become part of the solution.

AT EASE

b

Discussing money and values in small groups. Ways to talk about money in Christian
community.

AT ONE WITH CREATION

vid

Video designed to introduce a Christian perspective on environmental responsibility to a
range of ages and audiences. Study guide for use by leaders and viewers.

BAPTIZED INTO WILDERNESS

b

First volume of the series:Environmental Theology. Richard Cartwright Austin. A Christian
perspective on John Muir. 1.Nature -Religious aspects -Christianity.

BEAUTY OF THE LORD

b

Second volume of the series: Environmental Theology. Austin develops an image of
beauty which helps us integrate our experience of God with our self-understanding and
our experience of nature.

BEYOND THE OFFERING PLATE: A
HOLISTIC APPROACH TO STEWARDSHIP

b

Written by 10 pastors, seminary prof., church leaders, this resource offers a
diverse/holistic approach to stewardship.Learn how to faithfully/practically discuss/engage
with stewardship on a regular basis. For church leaders, seminary students, pastors.

BIG BOOK OF PRESBYTERIAN
STEWARDSHIP, THE

b

With a comprehensive scope, this book offers a fresh perspective and fun ideas for
people who may not have any financial background or experience.

BOUNTY: TEN WAYS TO INCREASE
GIVING AT YOUR CHURCH

b

Explores the critical aspect of spiritual giving. Offers 10 steps that are immediately doable
in any church setting and clear instruction for pastors and laity on how to lead others to
grow in generosity.

BUSINESS OF THE CHURCH, THE

b

Wimberly does a masterful job of analyzing the intriguing system that is the church by
keeping in mind these overarching concepts: The Church as a System, The Church as a
Business, The Pastor as Manager.

CAESAR AND GOD: ETHICS AND
STEWARDSHIP

vid

Part of Adult Celebrate curriculum. 5 sessions considers the many ethical issues raised by
our search for the abundant life.

CALL TO SHARE, THE

vid

A video to help promote and interpret the One Great Hour of Sharing offering.

CELEBRATE GOD'S GOOD GIFTS

b

Bible Studies for Stewardship

CHERISHING GOD'S CREATION

vid

This adult video curriculum is about how we can care for a world created good, but has
been corrupted by human sin. Under Earth, Air, Water, Habitat, and People, this video
looks at ways of restoring creation. Spreads hope, not gloom.

CHOICES:STEWARDSHIP

curr

A stewardship youth education packet. Inclues eight study sessions; Choices, the game;
Calendar and Daily journal; 1 poster and leader's guide. Use for youth group program.

CHRISTIAN WALLET, THE: SPENDING,
GIVING, LIVING WITH A CONSCIENCE

b

Offers a comprehensive look at how Christians use their money. Explores today's culture
of consumerism and the impact of what we buy, asking difficult question about
morality/money. Acknowledging that there are no easy answers.

CHURCH MONEY MANUAL, THE

b

Most up-to-date and easy-to-use handbook for churches seeking better ways to manage
finances. Specific issues include: planned giving/endowment funds, strategies to increase
end of year giving,first steps for newly-appointed pastor,preaching about tithin
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CLERGY COMPENSATION

b

Bobby O. Edwards, clergy financial planning service offers an approach to fair pay for
ministry.

CLERGY TAX RULES

b

Bobby O. Edwards, Clergy Finanacial Planning Service, offers a concise summary of tax
rules and regulations unique to ministers. 1996 revised edition worksheets included.

CLIMATE CHURCH, CLIMATE WORLD

b

Answers the questions, Why should people of faith engage the moral challenge of climate
change and how should we do it? Because climate change amplifies all forms of injustice,
defense of creation is a campaign for justice.

COME AND SEE WHAT GOD HAS DONE

b

A book of testimony prepared by PC(USA) Stewardship and Communication Development
Unit.

COMPREHENSIVE MISSION FUNDING
STRATEGY REPORT

b

As approved by the 210th GA 1998.

CONFIDENT STEWARD

CD-Rom

8 interactive CD/Web based year-around stewardship programs. Pick the prog/match for
your church;1.Small Groups,2.Direct Mail,3.Consecration Day,4.Congregational
Dinner,5.Every Member Visitation,6.Telepnone Method,7.Sunday Worship,8.Personal
Delivery

CONFIDENT STEWARD: YEAR-ROUND
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM

CD-Rom

A new program of the Office of Stewardship that assists congregations and their
stewardship committees to develop a customized year-round stewardship program. Not
compatable with audio-only CD player/vertical or caddy-loading CD-Rom drive.

CONGREGATIONAL ENDOWMENT FUNDS

b

Empowering the vision of God's coming kingdom.

CONGREGATIONAL GIVING PROFILE

DVD

The DVD contains one video presentation on the importance of using the Congregational
Giving Profile in your ministry.

COVENANTS OF STEWARDSHIP

b

A program of stewardship growth including a study action resource for personal
stewardship growth, leaders guide, participants book and congregational manual.

CREATING CONGREGATIONS OF
GENEROUS PEOPLE

b

This should be must reading for every theological student and every pastor who approach
stewardship issues with hope for results.

CULTIVATING REALITY: HOW THE SOIL
MIGHT SAVE US

b

As human-beings,our lives are dependent upon the soil. Our culture has tried to escape
that basic dependence,resulting in ecological disaster,unhealthy bodies,broken
communities.Using agrarian habit of mind, shows how to theologically return to the soil.

DANCING STEWARD, THE

b

The dancing steward: exploring Christian lifestyles. Poverty beyond charity and a new
vision of stewardship.

DEVELOPING YOUT OPERATING BUDGET

DVD

Three DVD presentations:1. Understanding What an Operating Budget Is 4:7 min.
2.Creating Your Annual Operating Budget 14:29 min. 3.Lovett Weems Answers Some
Budgeting Questions 10:16 min.

DON'T SIT ON YOUR STUFF

DVD

Youth Bible Study with Ted & Lee, about giving. Explores Jesus' parable of the master
and his three servants that leads to discussion of what to do with our time. money and
talents.

DRAWING ON HOLY CURRENCIES

b

Gives individuals a tool to work through the concepts presented in Holy
Currencies.Graphic workbook includes in-depth reflective exercises that will change how
the people in your church view themselves, the church, their mission life.

EFFECTIVE CHURCH FINANCES:FUNDRAISING/BUDGETING FOR CHURCH
LEADERS

b

Callahan's message is the stronger the congregation's mission, the stronger the giving;the
stronger the congregation's giving, the stronger the mission.They are motivated by a
theology of service, not a theology of survival.

EMBRACING STEWARDSHIP

b

Put stewardship at the heart of your congregation's life. Mindful of generational
perspectives, attuned to world in which congregations live,provides 8 pathways
congregations can follow to deepen understanding of themselves as stewards of God's
bounty.

EMERGING ORDER, THE: GOD IN THE
AGE OF SCARCITY

b

Provides a blueprint for the economic and spiritual challenges facing the Christian
community in the remainder of this century.

ENERGY-EFFICIENT CHURCH, THE

b

Book on how to save energy and money in your church. Offers practical nontechnical
suggestions how local congregation can institute and maintain an effective energy-saving
program.

ENOUGH: DISCOVERING JOY THROUGH
SIMPLICITY AND GENEROSITY

DVD

5 session DVD/leader's guide, an invitation to rediscover the Bible's wisdom on prudent
financial practices.Find the keys to experiencing contentment,overcoming fear,discovering
joy through simplicity/generosity.
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ENOUGH: REVISED AND UPDATED

b

An invitation to rediscover the Bible's wisdom on prudent financial practices. Find the key
to experiencing contentment,overcoming fear, and discovering joy through
simplicity/generosity.Chapter 5 added, In the Aftermath of the Great Recession.

ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

b

Contents: Hope for a Global Future; Church & Society; Sustainable Development,
Reformed Faith, and U.S. Inter Econ Policy; Debt, Jubilee and Two-Thirds World;
Restoring Creation for Ecology and Justice; Keeping and Healing the Creation; Salt, Light
and

EVER EXPANDING CIRCLES

vid

A Stewardship Video Curriculum for Youth in Five Parts. This study has been developed
to help young people, ages 10-14, gain an understanding of the bibilical concept of
stewardship and how it affects their everyday lifes.

EVER EXPANDING CIRCLES

DVD

A Stewardship DVD Curriculum for Youth in Five Parts. This study has been developed to
help young people, ages 10-14, gain an understanding of the bibilical concept of
stewardship and how it affects their everyday lifes.

EXTRAVAGANT GENEROSITY PLANNING
KIT

DVD

An innovative stewardship program designed to move the entire congregation toward goaloriented, mission-minded giving.

FAITH AND MONEY: HOW WE GIVE

vid

How we Give

FINANCIAL CAMPAIGN STRATEGIES FOR
YOUR CHURCH

vid

This resource package, video and study booklet, is designed to assist and support
stewardship committees of local churches and presbyteries. Offers helps on selecting a
financial campaign method for a congregation.

FINANCIAL MELTDOWN IN THE MAINLINE? b

Loren Mead challenges today's churches. His call urges congregations to direct attention
to their dwindling financial resources and take major action.

FIRST: CONGREGATIONAL
STEWARDSHIP PROGRAM

DVD

This program is based on the book and video, shiny gods: finding freedom from things
that distract us. Kit includes Shiny gods DVD and book, "First" Program Flash Drive,
Devotional Book, Youth Study Edition, Children's Leader Guide

FOR GOD SO LOVES THE WORLD

curr

This resource contains six study sessions on the care of creation. Each session is based
on selected biblical passages and is designed for a one-hour meeting.

FUNDING YOUR MINISTRY IN CHANGING
TIMES

DVD

DVD includes presentations "Six Changes in Giving and How Churches Can Respond"
and "We Are The Branches". Includes a resource CD with workshop materials: powerpoint
with audio narration and narrative notes. Outline of key points and other resources.

GENERATION WHY?: MONEY TALK,
LIVING GENEROUSLY

curr

5 session Bible-based exploration of issues facing youth.1.The Power of Money 2.God's
Great Gifts 3.Firstfruits Living 4.Financial Risk 5.Jubilee: God's Restoration

GENEROUS PEOPLE

b

How to encourage vital stewardship, from Effective Church series, by Eugene Grimm.The
author's prescriptions 1. Move us beyond myths prevalent in stewardship; 2. Help
organize, energize and equip local leaders; 3. How to execute stewardship programs.

GENEROUS SAINTS

b

Congregations rethinking ethics and money by James Hudnut-Beumler. A constructive
theology and ethics of money in the Christian life.

GIVING TOGETHER: A STEWARDSHIP
GUIDE FOR FAMILIES

b

A follow-up to "Getting It Together", Wehrheim presents a resource to help families better
understand the importance of stewardship: in the family, in the congregation, in the
community, and in the world.

GIVING: GROWING JOYFUL STEWARDS
IN YOUR CONGREGATION

b

an annual stewardship emphasis published annually by the Ecumenical Stewardship
Center

GOD'S EARTH OUR HOME

b

A resource for congregational study and action on environmental and economic justice.

GREENING SPACES FOR WORSHIP AND
MINISTRY

b

This blueprint for melding the natural cadence of God's earth with the rhythms of worship
and holiday celebrations finds expression in the desigh of houses of worship that take the
LEED in environmentally responsible stewardship of the earth's resources.

GROWING GENEROSITY:STEWARDSHIP
SERMONS TO SUPPORT YOUR MINISTRY

CD

Excellence in Giving,How to Live Life that Counts,Provision for the Day,Shrewd
Investments,The Tension Taxes,Giving Generously,It's Not Over,When Your Talent's
Wasted,Stewardship in Fountain/Free Soul,Grace Spilling Over,Leaving Legacy,In God
We Trust

GROWING GIVING, GROWING
GENEROSITY, GROWING DEEPER

CD

Compliments of the Presbyterian Foundation. Great preachers share their
sermons:Rev.Dr.Mark Brewer;Rev.Dr.Cynthia Campbell;Rev.Christine
Chakoian;Rev.Dr.Jin Kim;Rev.Dr.Mark Lomax;Rev.Dr. John Otberg, Jr.;Rev.Dr.Dave
Peterson;Rev.Dr.David Swanson.

GROWING UP GENEROUS

b

Engaging youth in giving and serving.
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GUIDE FOR PARENTS, A: CHILDREN AND
MONEY

b

This book is to help the parent or interested adult, talk with children about stewardship.

HANDLE WITH CARE

b

Three units of study in responsible stewardship that suggests by its title that all God's
gifts, the bounty and beauty of the earth and its resources,the grace of human life and
material possessions are all God's gifts marked "Handle with Care".

HERE'S HELP IN STEWARDSHIP AND
MISSION INTERPRETATION

vid

In this video you will learn about the PCUSA's GA stewardship education and mission
interpretation resources for congregations.

HOLY CURRENCIES

b

Gives an overview of the Holy Currencies/Cycle of Blessings. Fully describes all 6
currencies, includes what they are, how to develop them, the exchanges of blessings
impact and how to assist congregations to value them.

HOLY CURRENCY EXCHANGE

b

Shares tools for thinking differently about how your resources can mobilize ministries into
new life, mission,vitality. Examples include a restaurant ministry, emergency rent loan
fund for people in the neighborhood, worship service in Mexican restaurant

HOPE FOR THE LAND

b

Third volume of a series: Environmental Theology. Comprehensive examination of the
Bible and biblical theology in light of modern environmental concern.

HOW TO DO AN EVERY MEMBER
VISITATION AND OTHER WAYS TO RAISE
MONEY

b

This book is for those Presbyterians who have been searching for a guaranteed method
to address the financial needs of their congregations.

IN DEBT WE TRUST: AMERICA BEFORE
THE BUBBLE BURSTS

DVD

Journalist Danny Schechter investigates America's mounting debt crisis.As national and
consumer debt escalates, interconntected global economy is at risk.This film delivers an
urgent warning/suggests practical efforts needed to avoid traps/dependency.

IN THE WORKS: WHAT DO I OWE?:
MANAGING THE GIFTS GOD GIVES YOU

b

How we use the gifts of time/talents/creation,gift of God's grace to thank God for all these
gifts is the heart of Christian Stewardship. Includes daily readings, discussion guides,
action options, everything you need (except the Bibles) in one book.

INHABITING EDEN: CHRISTIANS, THE
BIBLE, AND THE ECOLOGICAL CRISIS

b

Respected Old Testament scholar Patricia K. Tull explores the Scriptures for guidance on
today's ecological crisis.

INTERPRETATION: MONEY AND
POSSESSIONS

b

Part of new Interpretation series for those who teach,preach,study the Bible.Exhibits the
rich, recurring, and diverse references to money/ possessions that permeate the Bible.
Economics is a core preoccupation of the biblical tradition, not an add-on.

JASON'S VISION

vid

Cartoon about a typical church member with typical multiple priorities who has a very untypical dream. Video is light,funny, and very pointed. Pointed toward a vision of what God
means by `growth giving'.

KEEPING AND HEALING THE CREATION

b

A resource paper prepared by The Presbyterian Eco-Justice Task Force to study our
responsibility for creation and the ecology of our world.

LITURGY OF ABUNDANCE: THE MYTH OF
SCARCITY, WITH WALTER
BRUEGGEMANN

vid

Class one deals with the OT stories and how nations and leaders controlled goods to
create scarcity and control, and the wonderful provision of God to those enlaved in those
settings, the second class examines the same them through the NT.

LIVING BLUEPRINTS

vid

The Church Development Corp. provides stewardship opportunities for the people of God
to invest financial resources in the mission and work of the churches and Presbyteries and
the Synod of Mid-America.

MAN WHO PLANTED TREES, THE:
DELUXE EDITION

DVD

Support material prepared by Don Schroeder. Includes the following films,The Man Who
Planted Trees,Crac!,The Mighty River,and more plus background info/tribute to Frederic
Back's extraordinary animator's art/contribution to environmentalism/stewardship.

MINISTRY AND MONEY

b

Guidance for clergy seeking to develop a sound theology of money and skill for church
administration and also puts forth a new stratagy for self-care, and a confident approach
to managing both personal/congregational finances.

MINISTRY AND MONEY: A PRACTICAL
GUIDE FOR PASTORS

b

Biblical,historical,theological perspectives on money.Addresses the nature of money, how
it should be used,how responsible stewardship can be carried out in local churches. Also
includes accounting practices,financial reporting,church budgets.

MONEY AND YOUR MINISTRY

b

Advice on encouraging greater generosity, Margaret Marcuson's message is clear: as
goes the pastor's relationship with money, so goes the congregation's

MORE THAN ENOUGH: LIVING
ABUNDANTLY IN A CULTURE OF EXCESS

b

All our choices have an impact on the earth, people around us. Practical reflections,
insight on topics from guilt-delight, this book goes beyond a call to gratitude,generosity
and invites us to a new way of life that is grounded in the hope,grace of God

MORE THAN MONEY

b

Journey to 11 congregations across the United States that have been transformed by
living out stewardship that is more than fund-raising.
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NOOMA 013: RICH

DVD

A short film by Rob Bell that identifies our many blessing and the sharing of our blessings.

NOT YOUR PARENT'S OFFERING PLATE

b

Gives some practical/ applicable ways to change the way our church practices
stewardship/generosity. People give to church when we offer them a compelling vision of
the good their givin will achieve. Provides a new vision for Financial Stewardship.

OFFERINGS OF THE HEART: MONEY AND
VALUES IN FAITH COMMUNITIES

b

Rabbi Shawn Zevit brings the depth/breadth of Jewish teachings on money/spiritual life to
all faith communities. Shares the Jewish perspective that money is a spiritual tool and that
generosity is a core value of faith communities.

ON EARTH AS IN HEAVEN

b

A Liberation Spirituality of Sharing. The author offers a new way of doing theology, the
way of narrative and dialogue, which has more power than the way of dogmatics and
propositional systematic theology.

ONE GREAT HOUR OF SHARING 2012 DVD DVD

DVD designed to share how gifts to OGH of S touch lives.1.Sowing Seed of Hope PHP
2:11, 2.A Caring Heart /Listening Ear PDA 2:13, 3.Teach a Community to Fish SDOP
1:51, 4.Haiti Response:2 Years Later 2:38 5.One Great Hour to Share 3:14.

PC (USA) SPECIAL OFFERINGS DVDs

DVD

Sharing Brings Joy: OGHS DVD intended for use during worship or other congregational
gatherings is less than 2 minutes. So I Send You: Pentecost Offering DVD intended for
use during worship or other congregational gatherings is just over 3 minutes.

PERSONAL BUT NOT PRIVATE

vid

Part of adult Celebrate curriculum. 4 sessions considers how the Spirit moves through the
church and what happens when the Spirit moves people in both individual and institutional
settings.

PLAIN TALK ABOUT CHURCHES AND
MONEY

b

Frank conversation about the varied ways mainline churches deal with monetary
stewardship.

PNK STEWARDSHIP NOTEBOOK

b

Collection of campaign ideas, promotional and publicity material, fun and creative ideas,
and misc. info from Presbytery of Northern Kansas.

PREACHING AND STEWARDSHIP:
PROCLAIMING GOD'S INVITATION TO
GROW

b

A book on preaching/stewardship that is both full of practical sense and soaring theology,
claiming that the way we use money can be a bold act of resistance to the powers at work
in the world that are opposed to God.

PRICE OF FAITH, THE

b

Presents a holistic definition of stewardship, pressing the reader beyond budgets and
pledge campaigns.

PROFUTURE FAITH: THE PRODIGAL
SPECIES COMES HOME

DVD

The intent of this course is to lift up the evolutionary purpose of religion/ecological
necessity of science to assist all of us in reclaiming our moral/prophetic voice on behalf of
future generations.

PROPEL: GOOD STEWARDSHIP,
GREATER GENEROSITY

b

Offers solutions beyond the church's walls to reach all areas of training/resources to
support/sustain vital ministry,scholarship,education,mission.Detailed models to increase
giving through planned giving,vision casting,capital campaigns, etc.

PUTTING THE STEWARDSHIP PUZZLE
TOGETHER

b

Holistic stewardship ministry begins with vision, provides mutiple opportunities for church
members, and nurtures and affirms increased commitment.Practical, tested ideas may be
implemented in congregations of any size.

REDUCING ENERGY COST IN RELIGIOUS
BUILDINGS

b

Gives practical helps on saving energy and how to do it. Topics include: Heating, Hot
Water, Air Conditioning, The Building, Lighting, Maintenance.

REMEDIES: HEALING THE EARTH

vid

Learn how grassroots communities are taking on the challenge of restoring the
environment while, at the same time, participating in sustainable livestock development to
end hunger and poverty.

RENEWED IN THE SPIRIT: VOL. II./PART
ONE

b

Resource includes a bible study, sermon material, and leadership materials

RENEWED IN THE SPIRIT: VOL. II./PART
THREE

b

This volume is the third of four issues. It is directed toward a time of the year when
churches are planning and implementing their annual financial campaign.

RENEWED IN THE SPIRIT: VOL. II./PART
TWO

b

This volume is the second of four issues. It is directed toward a time of the year when
churches are planning an implementing their annual financial campaign.

RENEWED IN THE SPIRIT: VOL.II./PART
FOUR

b

This volume is the fourth of four issues. It is directed toward a time of the year when
churches are planning an implementing their annual financial campaign.

REPORT/RECOMMENDATIONS ON
LIMITED WATER RESOURCES AND
TAKINGS

b

Report/study guide to help members of church understand/struggle with issues
surrounding limited water resources/takings,think about impact humans have on natural
resources/environment,explore why care for God's creation is part of Christian call.

RICH CHURCH, POOR CHURCH

b

Offers keys to effective ministry and can help you not only assess the financial condition
of your church but also put it on the road to fiscal health and effectiveness.
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RICH CHURCH, POOR CHURCH

DVD

4 1/2 hours on 2 DVDs with the book. One-Day Seminar,4-4-14 at Wesley UMC
Bloomsburg, PA. Offers keys to effective ministry, can help you not only assess the
financial condition of your church, also put it on the road to fiscal health and effectiveness.

SALT: CREATION

DVD

From the Salt Project the short DVD/guide helps us to rediscover the ancient Genesis
story in the 21st century and encourages us to reclaim our true vocation as servants and
guardians of creation, changing what it means to live a Christian life.

SEARCH FOR THE COMMON GOOD, THE

curr

A short-study with five sessions; 1. Being Christians in Society 2. Why Be
Involved(Individualism and Stewardship) 3. A Vision of the Common Good 4. Bringing the
Vision Home 5. Expanding Our Vision.

SEEDS OF FAITH

vid

This video has been developed as an introduction to the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
Foundation and its mission in "Serving the Church in All its Work."

SERVICE THROUGH SIMPLICITY

curr

Six sessions on simplicity from the Celebrate theme action course for older youth.

SIMPLE GIFTS

vid

Stewardship is letting our `unique light shine'and thus honoring God who made us. We
begin to really understand stewardship when we meet God in the midst of the doing.

SIMPLE LIVING 101: ALTERNATIVES

b

A tool book for sharing the joy of a simpler lifestyle through speeches, workshops, events,
study/action groups & simplicity circles.

SOWING SEEDS OF HOPE

b

A resource for six seasonal worship services for Year-Round Stewardship.

SPEAKING OF STEWARDSHIP

b

23 Sermons offers a wealth of information about themes of stewardship, giving, and use
of money and possessions in the church. Featured sermons by pastor in large and smalll
chures, as wel as known preaching professors.

SPECIAL PLACES

vid

A stewardship video for children. Taking Care of God's World is 11 min. for children, with
14 min. workshop segemnt that is especially designed for educators. It illustrates how to
use Special Places in a variety of settings.

SPIRITUALITY OF FUNDRAISING, A

b

Nouwen states "Fundraising is first and foremost a form of ministry." As ministry,
fundraising includes proclamation and invitation as well as conversion where doners are
subjects, not objects, and money follows mission.

STARTING A NONPROFIT AT YOUR
CHURCH

b

States the pros/cons of incorporating as a 501(c)(3)tax-exempt organization.Deals with
issues of defining the organization's mission,setting up board,raising funds,dealing with
personnel questions, maintainig positive church relationship.

STEPPING STONES OF THE STEWARD

b

In this book, Jesus' parables are used as a springboard in comparing the images of
"journey" and "steward" as metaphors of the Christian's life. Various dimensions of
Christian stewardship - a lot more than pledge drives and fund-raisers - are explored.

STEWARD:A BIBLICAL SYMBOL COME OF
AGE, THE

b

In this book, Douglas John Hall aims to recapture the most basic meaning of the biblical
metaphor of the "steward" and to apply that meaning to our social context, one in which
human beings are confused and ambivalent about their place and vocation.

STEWARDS COME IN ALL SIZES

b

Packet contents:book, audio-cassette, take-home leaflets, coloring activities, bank,
pattern, sample pledge cards, planning sheet, evaluation postcard, order form.

STEWARDSHIP 1997: PART ONE & TWO

b

Stewardship education magazine for congregational leaders.

STEWARDSHIP 1998: PART ONE & TWO

b

Stewardship education magazine for congregational leaders.

STEWARDSHIP COMPANION, THE

b

With pastoral sensitivities/solid biblical knowledge,pastor and author David Mosser draws
one Scripture passage from each week in the 3 year lectionary cycle to provide a brief
reflection on how that passage can be used to teach/preach about stewardship.

STEWARDSHIP GROWTH
SERIES:STEWARDSHIP AND THE
DIRECTORY FOR WORSH0IP

b

The Directory for Worship stands out as one of the most comprehensible discussions on
the meaning of stewardship. This study guide has been prepared as the first in a planned
series of materials for the study of stewardship.

STEWARDSHIP GROWTH
SERIES:THEOLOGY OF
STEWARDSHIP:THE STMNT/STDY GD

b

The 213th GA approved a new statement of stewardship theology. This new statements is
explored in this series of studies on vocation, environment,golbalization ,finances , and
other themes.

STEWARDSHIP IN THE SMALL
MEMBERSHIP CONGREGATION

b

This resource is part of the Stewardship Resources for Mission and Ministry series.

STEWARDSHIP MANUAL, A

b

A guide for year-around financial stewardship planning.

STEWARDSHIP OF ALL OF LIFE

vid

Part of Celebrate study, can be used from 5-10 sessions. Topics include living with
gratitude, the stewardship of wealth, gifts and talents, power and the environment.
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STEWARDSHIP SCRAPEBOOK, A

b

William Phillippe shares materials he has used in four decades of training, talks, and
sermons about giving to the church.

STEWARDSHIP: READY TO SHARE

b

The theme for this issue is taken from 1 Timothy, chapter 6, verse 18. Paul's advise to
young Timothy, as he begins his ministry is to encourage followers of Jesus to be
generous.

STEWARDSHIP: THAT ALL MAY HAVE
LIFE IN FULLNESS

b

This is a resource for stewardship education, promotion, and training. The theme "That All
May Live Life in Fullness" may be used by churches any year they chose. It is the theme
that is newly offered by the PCUSA stewardship team in 2005.

STEWARDSHIP: WE ARE SURROUNDED
BY SO GREAT A CLOUD OF WITNESSES

b

This is a resource for stewardship education, promotion, and training.

STU BEAR

b

A story about stewardship for young children included in Stu Bear packet.

STU BEAR

b

A story about stewardship for young children included in Stu Bear packet.

STU BEAR GOES ON A MISSION VISIT

b

Stu Bear adventure to visit a mission site of the Presbyterian Church of Canada. Expands
on children's stewardship materials already available.

THOMAS BERRY: THE GREAT STORY

DVD

A pioneer in the field of spirituality/ecology, the late Thomas Berry, monk, historian
created a quiet revolution. At the heart of the film is Berry's experience of the universe as
a cosmic liturgy. As Berry said,"I am not myself without everything else.

THROUGH THE EYES OF CHILDREN

vid

Fifty Years of One Great Hour of Sharing. Created to help promote and interpret the
offering and to celebrate its 50th anniversary.

TO WALK IN BEAUTY

curr

Short-term study in five sessions; 1. Is This My Problem 2. For the Seventh Generation 3.
The Wealth of the Rich Is Their Fortress 4. The Land Mourns and Languishes 5. Loaves
and Fishes.

TREASURES OF THE TRANSFORMED LIFE b

Can be used in conjunction with DVD study/leader's guide Treasures of the Transfomed
Life.Helps identify our individual thirsts,shows us how to experience/discover the freedom,
promise, rewards that come with committing to a closer relationship with God.

TREASURES OF THE TRANSFORMED LIFE DVD

Meant to be used in conjunction with the book Treasures of the Transfomed Life.Helps
identify our individual thirsts/shows us how to experience/discover the freedom, promise,
rewards that come with committing to a closer relationship with God.

UNFETTERED HOPE

b

A call to faithful living in an affluent society. Marva Dawn deomnstrates how Christians can
organize their lives to live in ways that allow them to love God and neighbor and alleviate
the despair in their lives and in the lives of others in the world.

UNIVERSE DRAMA IN THREE ACTS

vid

A striking visual based on a text by well-know theologian, Rosemary Radford
Ruether.Recommended for discussions of faith and ecology.A 15 minute video divided
into three parts, Part I:Creation, Part II:Corruption,Part III:Rebellion for Life.

UNWRAPPING GOD'S GIFTS

b

Stewardship for children and youth. Contains lessions of ten different dimension of
stewarship for preschool, early elementary, older elementary and youth. Flexible material
to use in a variety of settings.

USING GOD'S RESOURCES WISELY:
ISAIAH AND URBAN POSSIBILITY

b

New and different readings of biblical texts are one consequence of a growing awareness
of the environmental crisis and how it relates to social relations, especially in urban
settings. The author explores readings from Isaiah.

VISITING FOR COMMITMENTS

vid

Use to confirm the value of home visits for commitment. In a humorous, but
uncompromising way, Karen, Bill, Harold, Mary Ann & their pastor struggle against doubts
and fears, real and imagined. How-to ideas, role play demonstration, recruiting, training

WE CHANGE THE WORLD: ONE GREAT
HOUR OF SHARING

DVD

A 4 1/2 minute music vid supporting One Great Hour of Sharing performed by Babbie
Mason.

WE CHANGE THE WORLD: ONE GREAT
HOUR OF SHARING

vid

A 4 1/2 minute music DVD supporting One Great Hour of Sharing performed by Babbie
Mason.

WHOSE OFFERING PLATE IS IT?

b

Excellent companion to J. Clif Christopher's ealrier book Not Your Parent's Offering Plate.
Offers New strategies for Financial Stewardship. If you want people to give, offer them a
compelling vision of how their giving is going to build God's kingdom.

WINNING GRANTS TO STRENGTHEN
YOUR MINISTRY

b

Guidance on the practical aspects of seeking grants from foundation/corporate funders.
Describes approaches for researching potential funders,developing a case
statement,putting together an effective grant proposal,following up with grant makers.
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